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Up to 1,82,000 INR (2282 USD) p.a to support the Scale Development Project focusing on developing a reliable
and valid measure of a construct to assess an attribute of interest. 

Description: The Scale Development Project is an initiative under the Learning and Research Grants to develop a
procedure for inventing a device (scale) to measure or test the variable. It is an item reduction analysis conducted to
ensure that only parsimonious, functional, and internally consistent items are ultimately included. In order to create
a valid and reliable scale that can be referred to and used in the future.

Purpose:  The goal of this project is to identify items that are not or are the least related to the domain under study
for deletion or modification and to have valid and reliable multiple scales to back up our research idea.  The use of
multiple items to measure an underlying latent construct can additionally account for and isolate item-specific
measurement error that leads to more accurate research findings.

Scope:  Over the period, research is taking a new step every day; it is crucial to update existing scales and create
new reliable and valid scales to meet the requirements of the evergrowing evolving population. There are many
scales on different variables, but most of them are developed, based on the western population, which affects the
validity and reliability of the data collected in populations beyond the west.
To develop a scale, we need the following- 
R software, different sub-variables, a large population/ sample size and a minimum of 20 questions under sub-
variables.
 
Eligibility:
Applicants must:
- Be a post-graduate student or early career psychologist (a doctoral-level psychologist or licenced RCI MPhil 
  (no more than 10 years). 
- Have a demonstrated knowledge in statistics, data analysis and scale development 
- Have demonstrated competence and capacity to execute the proposed work.
- Have a published research paper or be in the process of publishing.
 
How to Apply:
Interested Applicants may submit the following to office@ijngp.com

Nivea D'Souza
Corporate Communications & Co-ordinator
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